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Both in the study of solar physics and laser transitions, atomic con-
stants for optical radiation are needed. These include transition probabilities,
	
j
line strengths, and oscillator strengths for both dipole and quadrupole transi-
tions, as well as the associated Matrix elements needed for line broadening
calculations. While the solar physicist is interested in all elements (but
mainly in the low to medium atomic weight elements), the laser physicist is
interested in selected elements and their ionic species.
The objective of this project was to compute the above mentioned atomic
constants for a wider selection of elements and lines. An existing computer
•
program developed by NASA  was used, with modifications to include,in an
approximate manner,the effect of equivalent electrons, and to enable reordering
and restructuring of the output for publication. This program is suitable
for fast, low cost computation of the optical constants, using the Coulomb
approximation formalism for LS coupling.
The guidelines used for Selecting lines for processing are:
a. Select approximately 10, 20, or 30 lines for each of the 24 elements,
depending on the relative importance of the element.
b. Select only one line per multiplet.
c. Select the stronger lines for each element.
d. Originally, no equivalent electron lineswereselected. Later, after
the modification to the program was made to include the effects of
equivalent electrons in an approximate manner, some equivalent
electron lines were added.
e. Use the tables of Atomic Energy Levels by C. E. Moore 2 as the basic
energy level reference.





These criteria, particularly items d and f, resulted in considerable
. p 16	 numbers of lines being rejected by either the authors or the computer program.
Since many lines involving equivalent electrons te..minate in levels with
n" (effective principle quantum number) approximately the same as Q (indi-
vidual electron angular momentum quantum number), the (radial) transition
i
	 integral equation developed by Bates and Uamgaard will not converge 1,3. This
integral, by the way, is calculated using double precision on the IBM 370 to
minimize numerical error problems. of the original 24 selected elements,
results were obtained for all but Neon. From the over 500 original lines,









The details of the theory and the computer program are described in
References 1 and 3, and thus there is no need to repeat the information here.
The modification of the program to approximately include equivalent
electrons levels and their contributions to the atomic constants was accom-
plished under the guidance of Dr. Roger Bengtson. Only p type equivalent
electrons are considered; all others are rejected by the program. Essentially,
a table of Fractional Parentage  (Table 1) is used to split an input energy level
into three levels, each with a different parent and their associated L and S
quantum numbers. Since the squares of the coefficients of Fractional Parentage
are the probabilities of the various culafigurations, the matrix element for
any allowed transition is multiplied by the squares of the coefficients of
the upper and lower levels involved to get the most probable matrix elements,
as well as the transition probability, line strength, and oscillator strength.
All lines and matrix elements involving equivalent electrons are identified in
the printout by an asterisk, so that the values affected by the approximations
are indicated.
Another approximation was necessary for some of the elements in order to
estimate a series limit for excited parent configurations. This consisted of
adding to the series limit of the ground state the difference in energy between
two equivalent levels for the ground state configuration and the excited parent
configuration. Any series limit estimated by this approximation is indicated
by an asterisk.
Input values for the energy levels came mainly from the tables compiled
by Moorez . However, additional levels, when adequate information on quantum
















































































































































The atomic constants of txansition probability, line strength, oscillator
strength, and the product of the statistical weigh (2J+3,) and the oscillator
strength are presented in Appendix A, for the 372 lines and the 23 elements.
In Appendix 8 (contained in a separate volume), the dipole matrix elements
associated with the lines, and the sum of all of the gradrupole matrix
elements (for AL = 0) are given. The definitions of the table headings,
and special output indicators are included within the appendices.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The accuracy of the atomic constants was checked against other sources
when possible. In general, the agreement was good (i.e., t 20% for transition
probabilities). However, occasional values would differ by a factor of ten.
Whether the values computed by the Coulomb approximation or by other methods
are more correct is a manner of conjucture, and dependant on the specific
case. However, the Coulomb approximation program is fast. Comp'iter expenses
to generate the reaults, including several reruns to eliminate troublesome
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ATOMIC CONSTANTS FOR SELECTED LINES
r
A-1'
0ATOMIC CONSTANTS FOR SELECTED LINES
The tables in this appendix were generated after sevezal steps of data
processing. First, the Coulomb approximation program was run on an 18M :70
to obtain the basic results, which were punched on cards. A small IBM 1800
computer was used to sort and rearrange the card packets, which were then
read by the BOOKPRINT program for printing on the IBM 370.
The organization and symbols used for headings in the following table
are basically conventional nomenclature, with some changes as dictated by the
output equipment.
The top line identifies the element, its atomic number, and its ionic
state. The next lines indicate the number of parent configurations, their
designation, and the series limit of each parent. If the series limit is
estimated as discussed in the Approach section, an asterisk is printed out
after the value.
The definitions of the headings for the main portion of the table are as
follows:
W L	 -	 The wavelength of the line in air at sea level in
AIR
Angstrons. If the wavelength is less than 2000 R, the
vacuum wavelength is given.
SN	 -	 The sequence number (SN) assigned to the final (F) and
F I
initial (I) energy levels of the transition that produces
the line. These sequence numbers indicate the energy
levels in the matrix element tables (Appendix B). The
sequence numbers are ordered with increasing value cf the
energy level.
PARENT -	 The designation of the Parent configuratiin associated
with the line.
A - 2
If cno iiis I.:volves equivalent electrons, an a
is printed in this column.
The designation of the final (F) and initial (I
Since the output equipment can't print lower ca
all quantum numbers are upper case, Also, sinc
spacing is not available, superscripts and subs
are all printed on the same line. Thus, using
2829.073 tie line as an example, the equivalences between








2S3S1.0 E 2s 
3S1
LEVEL	 -	 The energy levels of the final (F) and initial (i) levels.
F I
A	 -	 The transition probability in sec-1.
S	 -	 The line strength
F	 -	 The oscillator stength
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